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Variation

K02-B802W- PW X1 K02-B812W- BKLK 1 K02-W822W- 0X X1

Color Sample

K02-W802W- PW・BK X1 K02-W812W- PWEB・PW5J・PWLK・PW0X
BKEB ・BK5J・BKLK・BK0X   1 K02-W822W- EB・5J

LK・0X X1

K02-B802W- PW・BK X1 K02-B812W- PWEB・PW5J・PWLK・PW0X
BKEB ・BK5J・BKLK・BK0X 1 K02-B822W- EB・5J

LK・0X X1
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Use of personal information
The purpose of using the acquired personal information will be specifed and clearly informed.
Use of personal information is limited to authorized personnel, who are responsible for ensuring its use remains within the intended purpose that was initially specifed 
In the event that personal information is used collaboratively by KOKUYO group, necessary items including the purpose of use will be clarifed as much as possible.
No part of this brochure may be reproduced without written permission.
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Memo board and storage united 
together with "All in one" chair,
Active and �exible.

Tableless meeting is possible.
With "all-in-one" with large top board, meeting room is not 
necessary. The chair supports collaboration in a natural way and
is suitable for TV conference and small group discussion, 
by seamlessly move the chairs around.

Tablet comes with cup holder
and it is movable. The width of the 

tablet is cater for A3 paper sideways
Tablet dimensions: W 600 x D 325

The position of the note board 
is adjustable according to the 
individual's physique and size.

Seat and note board can be 
rotated, for smooth enter and exit.

Side of the chair comes with hook 
for hanging of bag.

Back seat resin type Seat cushion type Tension type

Seat cushion type Tension type

Upholstery

Cushion Layer

Base Layer

White painted legs
(Back seat rotation)

Black painted legs
(Back seat rotation)

A soft touch between the surface and the 
base layer. With the additional base layer, it  

makes sitting on long hours comfortable.

Legs FabricFrame

Part number Code


